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The Orestes is an episode of drama and action, created by Euripides and
inserted in the Orestes-myth between the matricide and the departure of
the mother-murderer Orestes to be tried in Athens. One of the many
innovations in this presentation of the myth is the vooo<; of the main char
acter. In the second epeisodion, Menelaus finds him reduced to a state
of debilitated disease and, assuming the role of doctor, inquires about the
symptoms (395-400):1

Me: ..d XpTJl.lri 1i:c1aX£l<;; -de; 0 ' &n:6AAVOlV v600e;;; 395
Or: " OVVEal<; Iht ovvma" adv' dpY"O[1EvO<; 396
Me: nw<; '1'71<;; oO'l'ov "tOl "to O"'I'E<;, au "to [1~ 0"'I'E<;. 397
Or: Avn'] [1<XAtO"tCt y' " at"'I'9dpouo<X [1E- 398
Me: aEtV~ ya.p " 8EO<;, "n' 01"W<; 1<XOl[10<;. 399
Or: [1"v(at "tE, [1']"tpo<; ,,1[1,,"to<; n[1wplal. 400

After questioning him briefly on the circumstances in which he fell ill,
Menelaus returns to the illness itself (407-411):2

wle: EX cpa0l.lchwv Bt -rc10E VOOEle;; n:OtWV uno; 407
Or: EaO~' ladv "tpEl<; vux"tl npo0'l'EpEl<; xop,,<;. 408
Me: ora' Ii<; liAE~"<;' 6vo[1<x0"t a' ou PoVAol"al. 409
Or: OEI.lVctL YC1P, Ell1tctLOEV-rct 8' Ctii:O-rPE1i:OV AEyElV. 410
Me: ctO't'ctl aE ~ClXXEUOVOl aUyyEvTJ cp6vov. 411

It was especially line 396 that captured the attention of both modern schol
ars and authors in antiquity, and proved to be pivotal in discussions about
conscience in antiquity. In addition, the way in which Euripides transforms
the traditional view of the Erinyes, has often been regarded as reflecting a
significant change in the spiritual development of ancient Greece.

In the present paper, tllis line will be discussed in relation to (1) the
theme of vooo<; in the Orestes; (2) its place within the development towards
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a concept of conscience; (3) the novel way in which Orestes depicts the
Erinyes. Finally, two explicit quotations of the line in antiquity will be
discussed. It will be argued that the line's legacy reflects two aspects
inherent in Euripides' presentation of the vocroc; of Orestes: one seeing
the voaoc; in terms of tormenting reason, the other seeing it as diseased
rationality.

1. The voaoc; of Orestes3

In the prologue of the Orestes, Electra describes her brother's disease, while
Orestes lies 'hidden inside his wraps' (42-43) outside the palace, to sym
holise his exclusion from the community. Orestes killed his mother at the
command of Phoebus, and because of that deed he is ill, plagued by the
'Benign Ones' (EuflEVloEC;, 38), who are subjecting him to ordeals of terror,
namely attacks of madness (flCiVlCit). During these fits, he 'jumps from the
bed, running wild like a colt from under the yoke' (44-45). The frenzy-fits
are only temporary states, but even when the flCiVlCit leave his body at times
(during which he is Efl<Ppwv), he remains passive: he does not eat or wash,
and he weeps (43-44).

The direct cause of Orestes' illness/disease is the murder of his mother4

Electra tells the audience that the blood of his mother drives (,pOX~ACi"l)

him into fits of madness' (the tradition concerning Clytaernnestra's un
avenged blood, impelling the Erinyes to persecute the matricide). Imme
diately after describing Orestes' state of illness, she relates the impending
death threat by the city of Argos: a provisional decree has been issued
that no contact should be made with Electra and Orestes, and only the
manner in which the death sentence will be executed is still to tie decided.
At this stage one last flicker of hope, the possible appearance of Menelaus,
remains. In the subsequent sequences fairly frequent mention of Orestes'
illness is made.6 He is even portrayed during an attack of flCiVlCi, calling
for the help of Phoebus against the murderous attacks of the Erinyes7 and
confusing his caring sister with one of them.

Thus far the illness has been described either in objective terms (the
attacks of the Erinyes) or as a mental illness (297: ,b OEtvbv xat o'Ci<p8aptv
(pEVWV), with both states being suspended while the patient is asleep.
A new element enters when Orestes himself describes his voaoc; in the
Menelaus-stichomythia (3851£.). He first assures his uncle that it is not his
disfigured appearance which causes his suffering, but his acts, that is, the
murder of his wretched mother. Menelaus is at this stage still so amazed
by the terrible figure before him that he does not comprehend the answers
of Orestes until he utters the provocative line, ~ auvED'C;, B" aUVOtOCi odv'
dpYCiaflEvoc;. This leaves Menelaus perplexed, and Orestes must explain in
other terms: it is primarily the AU1t~ which destroys him, the flCiV[Cil being
the secondary cause. Menelaus, after calling AU1t~ fearsome but curable,
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seems to regard the Erinyes as the real cause of the illness (411). When the
'diagnosis' has progressed to questions about religious considerations (414
426), and social and political conditions (427-446), the v600<; no longer
plays a major role.B

To conclude, when Orestes himself is asked about the nature uf his illness,
two aspects, related to the two symptoms wbich Electra already described
to the audience in the prologue, still appear:9 the 'sickness of mind' is
made explicit as ALl1tlh and jlLxtaposed to a second aspect, (.lcrvlctt, which
are defined as nflUlpl<Xlfretributions for the maternal blood. The second
aspect is the one especially related to the Erinyes in the following section
(401ff., especially 407-413). Both aspects are seemingly connected to an
embracing term, ~ O'U\lEO'lC;.lO The question now arising is: To what extent
did Euripides, with this combination, contribute to the description of the
phenomenon of conscience? Did he deliberately attempt to provide an
abstract term for phe phenomenon, and did he reinterpret the Erinyes to
such an extent that they assume the features of introspective conscience?

2. Orestes and conscience

It is notoriously difficult to judge whether 'conscience' plays a role within a
specific situation, and even more so when such judgment concerns passages
from classical literature. The problem seems to be twofold: (1) modern
examination offers widell' diverging views on the essential features of the
phenomenon of conscience, and each opinion tends to highlight different
aspects of it in antiquity; (2) the phenomenon itself has a definite histor
ical development, which changes and develops in its main characteristics
during various historical phases and communities. It can be accepted as
fact that not all aspects of the modern concept were already present in
antiquity. Therefore, it is of greater value to describe the possible features
of 'conscience' in its role in a specific context, rather than to discard its
presence on grounds of the absence of Oile or more of its 'modern' features.
A working definition should be as inclusive as possible. In this discussion
the basic feature, 'critical and emotional awareness of one's own moral
conduct' will be used as the criterion.

When conscience in antiquity is discussed, a distinction should be drawn
between the development of fixed expressions and abstract terms descri b
ing the concept on the one hand, and other ways of expressing the phe
nomenon on the other. This is necessary once it has been accepted that the
absence of an abstract concept describing the phenomenon does not nec
essarily imply the absence of the phenomenon itselfll Within the Orestes
the substantive ~ aUVEGl<; and the Erinyes-theme may be regarded as re
lated to, respectively, an abstract term and a traditional expression of the
phenomenon.
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2.1 Or. 396 and the development towards an abstract concept of
conscience

The history of the interpretation of this line reflects a positive relation be
tween the substantive ~ OUVEcrl<; and the phenomenon of conscience. With
the exception of the most recent commentaries, 12 ~ crUVE<1lC; is usually trans
lated by that very term. Scholars almost unanimously regard this descrip
tion of his v600<; by Orestes as a brealc-through towards the later concept of
conscience. Some confidently state that Euripides here coined the term. l3

Others, though unwilling to read too much into OUVEcrL<; itself, regard this
usage as being completely determined by the situation, in which all the
necessary elements of a functioning conscience are present. 14

To gain a clear picture of what Euripides most probably tried to express
in line 396 1 it is advisable to view the history of the expression of conscience
towards the development of an abstract term, as reflected in Greek li tera
ture. The picture will become clearer when the evidence of this particular
line is at first deliberately ignored, since it seems to precede the earliest
transmitted substantive related to conscience by almost fOUf centuries. I5

(a) In the Homeric poems there is neither a specific term for, nor a de
scription of the phenomenon of conscience, in any way similar to the typical
later forms. Although this absence may for the most part be attributed to
stylistic reasons and specific literary goals,16 it seems also to be connected
with the mythical world view of the society reflected by these writings, as
well as with the system of values of a community in which the concept of
honour plays an important part17

(b) EuvoLllCl is used since Aeschylus (Cho. 215ff.) and Herodotus (6.57.4;
8.113.3) in a non-reflexive way to express knowledge about the doings of
someone else, shared knowledge or knowledge gained from one's own experi
ence. The connotation of being a witness to or an accomplice in something
is often implied (for instance, Eur. Hec. 8701.).

(c) The reflexive usage (ouvaLl)" Efl"u-0/ OUVELOEVCLL n E"u_0) is attested
even earlier than the non-reflexive,18 but starts to occur more often dur
ing the latter part of the fifth century. The aspect varies from awareness
of one's own transgression (only once in the fifth century, UJ but becom
ing common in the fourth20 ), to simple knowledge of one's own deeds,21
to reBexion on the self without actions or deeds being considered,22 de
pending on the context. Thus the basic sense in which it was used seems
to be 'awareness or consciousness of some fact about oneself'.23 During
the course of history until late antiquity, the whole spectrum continued to
be employed, although the predominant usage was to express the critical
consciousness of one's own actions with regard to moral norms.2

.!
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(d) The oldest attestation of the snbstantive cruvElO~crl<; dates from the
fifth century, where it is used neither reflexively nor morally, but to denote
the unfortunate shared knowledge of the fate of life.2s No usage of either
OUVdOTjOlI:; or cruv~lo6<; in the self-reflective, moral sense is transmitted from
the period 5th-3rd century B.C}" and no attestations of these two sub
stantives occnr at all in tbe transmitted literature of the 2nd century. From
the 1st century B.C. onwards cruvdO~Ol<; does assume the common usage of
the reflexive verbal construction, namely of the critical refia-x:ion on one's
own actions performed in the past. Here too the range is from purely ra
tional to affective attitudes towards the deed(s). During the first century
A.D. adjectival objects and on-clauses, providing further description of the
content of the cruvdO~crl<;/crUVElo6<;, regularly occur.

(e) The third substantive, OlJV"Ol<;" (from the verb cruvl~!_u), retains
its usual meaning of 'intelligence', 'insight'2S up to the 1st century A.D.,
except in two passages: Men. fro 632, where cruvEOl<; is used as a parallel to
b auvta-copwv, and seems to carry the meaning of 'having something grave
on one's mind';2o and Pol. 28.43.13, where, in a strange leap of logical
thought, it is used in the absolute sense of conscience as an independent
faculty.'o

(f) From the 1st century A.D. onwards the three suhstantives may be
used as synonyms, as is evident from the anthology of Stobaeus. 'Con
science' may now also act as a guide to future actions (the so-called con
scientia antecedens). It appears to be more and more ohjectified as an
autonomous faculty or permanent state of consciousness, judging ethical
actions of both the past and the future.

The conclusions drawn from this survey: From the fifth century onward
the verbal phrase cruvOlOCi EflCiuTiji may express reflexion on the self, but
moral and rational knowledge appear to be inextricably intertwined. Sub
stantives expressing a wide and inclusive concept of conscience, on the other
hand, bear witness to a very late development-not before the first century
B.C. Historically speaking, therefore, it would be rash to read a defined
abstract term for the phenomenon of conscience into the use of aUVEal<; in
Or. 396.31 Much depends on the way ~ OUV"<Jl<; and the clause OTl OUVOlOCi
6£lv' dpYCiOflEvO<; are related to each other.32 This seems to be the point
of difference in the interpretations of Zucker and Biehl. Zucker sees the on
as a causallink,33 with OUVEOl<; as a result of the knowledge. From such an
interpretation it is easier to give auvEmc; a new, special meaning in this con
text, and even to create a gap between the 'insight" as expressed in auvEmC;l
and the 'knowledge', referred to in OUVOlOCi XTA. Biehl, on the other hand,
understands the on-clause as declarative, and translates: 'die (spate bzw.
zu spate) Einsicht richtet mich zu Grunde (die darin besteht), dass ich mir
bewusst bin, Schreckliches, Frevelhaftes begangen zu haben'." EUVWl<;
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These fearsome, dog-like creatures have been found to have originated
either as the embodiment of the demand for blood-vengeance, or as the
vengeful dead themselves. Most probably, however, they were in an earlier
time the keepers of the sacred, naturally ordained order par excellence44

In Homer they have the threefold function of keepers of order and justice,
punishers of perjury, and goddesses of the curse, responsible for the fulfil
ment of the curse once it has been uttered. In the post-homeric era, the
Erinyes were moralised in accordance with the new structures of society,
and it is in an already reduced form, though still as the dispensers of fate,"
that they are encountered in Aeschylus. At the instigation of spilled kin
dred blood, they are awakened from the dark earth, and thereafter they
cannot be ignored, extinguished or silenced, giving their view of the case
in a completely overstated, biased way.46 In Aeschylus' Oresteia they are
still definitely a force outside the individual. It is true that Aeschylus
does allow the Erinyes to be perceived only by their victim at the close
of the Choephoroe (1061), but the chorus present in the orchestra during
the entire duration of the Eumenides could hardly be considered figures
of fantasy, although they represent an older generation of gods now being
replaced.

The differences between the depiction of Aeschylus and that of Euripi
des in the Orestes are striking: In line 37 Electra is unwilling to name
the Erinyes even under the name of Eumenides, for fear of arousing these
powers, with the result that objective status is attributed to them. To
the chorus the Erinyes are obviously objective beings (316-331). However,
when Orestes is depicted during an attack, only he is able to see them, thus
suggesting purely subjective illusions. Furthermore, he sees them only dur
ing attacks of fl"v,,,: they are thus not only the producers of flav,al, but
also their result. In this 'illusion', however, he mistal<es the very real Elec
tra for one of them. Electra soothes him by saying that what he sees is not
real at allY

This juxtaposition between their objective and subjective existence is
presented in contracted form in the Menelaus-stichomythia48 In line 400
only the impersonal fl"vt", . .. TlflWP'''l are named, in line 408 the Erinyes
are called X6pcrL, in answer to Menelaus' inquiry about the nature of his
'1",ol"""" (407). In the following line Orestes himself is not certain of the
reality of what he sees «oo~' [OElV), but immediately thereafter they are
called oEflvat, and the fear of naming them again points to the acceptance
of their personal/objective existence. The final move back to their mythical
representation is when they are again called OEat by Menelaus (423).

In this oscillation between objective and subjective descriptions, Euripi
des may be seen as a child of the late fifth century, during which the old
mythical world view was questioned. Although a presupposition of an im
mediate 'demythologizing' of the Erinyes into psychological terms should
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be regarded as dubious, the move towards an internalised conception is sig
nificant, especially in consideration of the fact that mythological depiction
in tragedy is determined by convention.49 Internalisation is, however, not
the same thing as introspection,50 and madness not the same as 'emotional
critical awareness of own moral conduct I .

2.3 A description of conscience?

The equation of conscience with either the term ~ auvtmc; or the inter
nalised way in which Euripides depicts the Erinyes, is thus shown to he
untenahle. This by no means indicates that tbe phenomenon is absent, or
tbat Euripides does not struggle with it. The whole structure of the Orestes
points to the introspective interests of tbe poet. The myth itself probably
contained the typical mentality of the Homeric code, in which moral er
ror was described in objective terms as '''T). In the Odyssey, no mention
is made of the matricide, but Orestes' protection of the father's '(flT) re
sults in the positive evaluation of his murder of Aegisthus. In Aeschylus'
Eumenides, the situation was felt to be prohlematic, but dominated by a
sense of objective guilt and pollution. Therefore the solution is sought in a
court of law, where divine law clashes witb divine law, and the individual is
little more than a victim of conflicting norms.51 Euripides shows the effects
of the matricide on the individual himself, and depicts him as being torn
apart by anxiety, horror and desperation. From a modern point of view,
conscience would be expected to playa role in the situation of Orestes: his
repeated attempts to hold Apollo responsible for his deed point to futile
efforts to still his own feelings of guilt.52 He himself considers his deed to
be repulsive (285ff.), indicating the aspect of moral-critical awareness of
ouels own deeds.

As already pointed out in Rodgers' discussion of auv<alc;,53 literature
from the late fifth century reflects a 'growing awareness of the inner self,
and an increasingly subtle psychological analysis'. This interest is also re
flected in Euripides' description of Orestes' plight, which he depicts with
the typical technique of jm:taposing seemingly conflicting conceptions.54 It
should thUS, with Willink,55 be considered as more rewarding to appreci
ate the interplay of intellectual and emotive, and objective and introspec
tive depictions of the v6aoc;-presentation as a whole, rather than to try
to disentangle them in a quest for a logical definition of the phenomenon
described.56 The period's search for clearer expressions of mental and
emotional states of mind is seen in Euripides' 'paradoxical fusion of rea
son, emotion and unreason'. When he has to test a single term to express
the phenomenon, however, his first intuition is to choose an intellectual
one, thus reflecting the typical Greek tendency to include morality in an
embracing rationality.
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3. The pathology of the aUVEaL~: two instances of the line's
reception

Authors in antiquity already gave prominence to Orestes' plight, and es
pecially auvOlBa Bdv' dpyaaflEvo~ seems to have hecome ordinary Attic
idiom.57 EUVEOL~ is used ahsolutely in at least the Menander fragment 632
and Pol. 18.43.13. A clear indication of the line's significance is two explicit
quotations and interpretations from late antiquity, one by Plutarch and
the other by Philostratus. These are interesting because of the difference
in emphasis, reflecting philosophical views accumulated in the intervening
periods of respectively 500 and 600 years after Or. 396 was initially writ
ten. Of course these views cannot all be discussed; what is most interesting
with respect to both Euripides and Plutarch, is a significant addition to
the later interpretation of Philostratus, indicating a fundamental change
in Greek thought.

In the Tranq. An. 19,5· Plutarch praises the disposition of the 'I'poVLfloC;
as yielding the highest degree of calm in bodily affections, destroying the
conditions leading to voaoc; by means of self-control, temperate diet, and
moderate exertion. It also enables the wise man, when suffering comes
from outside himself, to 'ride it out with light and well-furled sail'. Even
when SOIDe great unforeseen disaster meets him, the wise man needs Dot

despair, since the harbour is always close at hand and he may swim away
from his body, as from a leaky boat. The soul, through study and 'severe
application of its powers of reasoning' will realise that what appear to be
illnesses and suffering are in reality only wrong perceptions.

The greatest suffering, and the most severe danger to the tranquillity of
mind comes from within: where other forms of suffering may be discarded
by reason as of lesser importance, ~ crU\lEaL<;, D"n cruvm8a Bdv' dpyao{-lEvoc;
is caused by reason itself, and, like au ulcer in the flesb, leaves behind it
in the soul regret which ever continues to wound and prick it. The soul,
together with shame stings and chastises itself. Why would this suffering
caused by reason itself be worse than other kinds of suffering? Just as the
pain caused by fever is worse than cold and heat coming from an outside
source, 50 the accidental ),ur.:ctt , coming from without, are easier to bear
than the knowledge of personal blame, because this comes from within and
carries with it the further element of disgrace.

Both differences from and similarities to Orestes' illness may be noted in
this Platonic cum Stoic presentation: Plutarch clearly thinks of the auvwLC;
in terms of reason: it is reason that punishes itself (wJ,oc; ipyci~naL).

Plutarch thus understood Euripides' use of auvEal, correctly, especially
when it is observed that his llSUal word for expressing conscience is TO

auvELOo, (Publ. 4,5; mar. 84 D; Ser. Num. Vind. 21). EUVEOlC; is not seen
in this instance as an independent faculty, nor even as an independent
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function of reason, but merely as a result of self-examining reason. Tbe
intellectual accent introduced by Euripides has grown in this account to
overwhelming proportions, with b AOyO<; being expanded by the broader
concept ~ <jJuX~, used here as synonyms. None of the otber terms used
by Euripides in describing Orestes' illness is used in connection with this
result of reason. In fact, the AUmtt are not internal agonies, but are con
trasted with the lament, 'None is to blame for this but me myself' (o~ n<;
o[lot ,wvo' anD<; onal,LO<;, rin' oyo, a"'o<;). Where Euripides describes the
illness in analogy to objective disease, Plutarch, in typical Platonic fashion,
considers bodily illness as of far lesser importance and wi th far less claim
to reality than that caused by reason, which cannot be avoided even by the
wise man. The feeling of shame (ataxuv~; ataxpov) is a theme unexploited
by Euripides; of the Erinyes in the Orestes, on the other band, no trace
is left. In one respect Plutarch remains firmly in the old Greek tradition:
here, as also in his usage of ,1> auvEt06<;, only the deeds of the past come
under consideration.59

From the pious Platonist Plutarch we move to a still later date of recep
tion: to Philostratus' world of 'sophistical sagecraft and sainthood'60 In
Philostratus' ViI. Ap. VII.l4,"1 dating from around the end of the second
century, a very different picture of the Euripides passage emerges. Wis
dom, says Apollonius, praises Euripides who regarded ~UYEDL<; as a disease,
which appears whenever humans realise that they have done wrong. Be
cause, he explains, it is this which drew the shapes of the Eumenides in
the mind of Orestes (~OE ycip nou "at ,iii 'Opoa,n ,Ii ,wv E"[lEvlowv E10~

riyEypa'l'EY). Then follows a definition of ~ ~UYED'<;, placing it not within but
alongside reason: \loGe; flEV yap 'twv 1tpctX'tEWv xuptoc;, crUVEGlc; aE 't(;)\1 Exdvct>
oo~ciy,wv. ~ ~UYEDL<; is seen as working both retrospectively and prospec
tively, acompanying man at all times: when reason chooses the better part
(xp~a,ci), she applauds him and sings his praises, even in sleep. When
reason falls into evil courses, she hinders man's free interaction with his
fellow and the gods, drives such men from social meetings, terrifies them
in their sleep and blurs the distinction between reality and illusion"2

The most obvious difference between this rendering of aUYEDL<; and those
of Euripides and Plutarch, is the prospective function it has received. In
contrast with Plutarch, but in conjunction with Euripides' [laY[a" the de
piction of the yoao<; caused by aUYEDL<; is in terms of mental attacks and
as an inhibiting force in social and religious interaction. While the relation
between Erinyes and OUVEatc; remains obscure in Euripides, the Erinyes are
here explicitly regarded as an imaginary result of her working.

For Philostratus ~ aUVEat<; has become a very powerful, independent fac
ulty alongside reason. It reflects another new era in Greek thought, when
the limits of reason's domain were discovered as inherent in the Platonic
construction of reality itself,63 and a new philosophy grew alongside the old:
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1. Me:
Or:
Me:
Or:
Me:
Or:

2. Me:
Or:
Me:
Or:
Me:

If reality (both external and internal x6al'0~) can be understood only from
the vantage point of the Absolute which is ':"bCELVCL ,~~ oua[CL~, knowledge
must come from a source outside reason. Philostratus makes his hero a
prophet of the new philosophy: 'In the view of Apollonius one can become
a philosopher only after having been given the basic knowledge by divine
revelationl.G" This restriction of reason leaves room for another faculty
in man which acts as the judge of the resolutions of reason. Philostra
tus is therefore freed to reintroduce the non-rational aspect of conscience
that was in earlier times depicted as the Erinyes. The phenomenon has
undergone the full circle: from an objectified mythical conception, to an
internalised rational one (Plutarch's OUVEOl~), to another, but this time
internal, objectification as an independent faculty.

NOTES

What's wrong with you? What sickness is killing you?
My intellect-l am conscious of having done awful things.
How do you mean? It's intelligent to be clear, not obscure.
It is anguish in particular that is destroying me-
Yes, she is formidable, that one, but still curable.
And frenzy-filS, retributions for my mother's blood.

And from what kind of visions arc you being disordered by?
I thought 1 saw three maidens that looked like Night.
I know the ones you mean. I don't ca.re to name them.
No, they are awesome. Turn to politer matters.
It is these that drive you wild on kindred murder.

(Translations from M.L. West, Euripides Orcstcs, Wiltshire 1987,85-87).

3. For the use of medical terminology in the Orestes, see W.S. Smith, 'Disease in
Euripides' Orestes', Hcrmes 95 (196i), 291-307; C.W. Willink, E1Lripides Orestes,
Oxford 1986, xlii.

4. Later (lines 831-833) the chorus refers to matricide as the ultimate human v6ao,:
''tk VOOOl:; Ti ·dva oaxpua xal 't((; EAEaC; (J.dt;wv xa-rCt yav J) (J.a-rpoX'tovov atlla ZE:Lpl
at-aOeH;'.

5. Also line 338: tLa-r£pOC; atl-l'2 aac;, 0 0' aval3aXZE:uE:~.

'l. Lines 82-91,151-155,189,210,225-230.
7. Here (line 261) described as xuvw;;:tOCC;, yopywm:c; lvipwv ttpEal, OElval OEaL
8. See Smith (above, n.3) for his thesis on the continuation of the voooc;-theme through

out the tragedy.
9. Cr. W. Biehl, Euripidcs OT'cstes, Berlin 1965,47.

10. It is unclear to what extent both MTtTJ and l-laVLaL must be secn as explaining line 396,
thus whether both are incorporated into the term ~ OU\lCO~C;. The main connection
seems to be the AUitTJ, indicated by (J.aAto'tCl.

11. Thus also M. Class, Gewissensrcgungen in dcr griechische Trayodie. Spudasmata 3,
Hildesheim 1964, 1: 'Zum Sein des Menschen gehort ganz wesentlich das Phanomen
des Gewissens'; contra U. Stebler, Entstehung und Entwicklung dcs Gewissens im
Spiegel der griechischen Tragodie, Bern 1971: LEin Dichter, der nicht von einem
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Gewissen sprieht, ist sieh eines Gewissens nieht bewusst, ein Gewissen existiert fUr
ihn nicht'.

12. These exceptions are represented by Biehl (above, n.9) 46: 'die (spate bzw. zu spate)
Einsicht ... '; Willink (above, n.3) 150: 'Remorseful distress ... is a. state of mind
that combines 'thinking' (at least as 'awareness') and 'feeling' in such a way as to
make it hard to draw a line between reason and non-ra.tional activity ... '; West
(above, 0.2) 210: 'My intellect'.

13. B. Snell, Die Entdeckung des Geistes, Hamburg 1955, 229: 'Das schlechte Gewissen
ist allerdings ein Zustand, den erst Euripides entdeckt hat'; Stebler (above, n.11)
121: 'Der euripideischen UOrestes"-Stelle, welche durch Hiebel und Seel in ihrem
Primat entwertet schien, l\Ommt also immer noch die Rolle des fruhesten Beleges
des Gewissens-Begriffs zu'.

14. Class (above, n.11) 102: 'Orestes ist die Schlusselligur, die man heranzichcn muss,
wenn man fragt, was die klassische tragische Zeit unter 'Gewissen' versteht, er
gibt das eindrucksvolle Beispiel, wie ein Mensch unter der Gewalt seines Gewissens
leidet'.

15. For surveys of l.he history or development, see C. Maurer, 'ouvOloa X"tA.', ThWNT 7
(1964) 897-918; J. Stelzenberger, Syneidesis im Neuen Testament, Paderborn 1961;
H-J. Eckstein, Der BegrijJ Syneidesis bei Paulus, Tiibingen 1983.

16. See W. Kullmann, Das Wirken der GoLLer in der /lias, Berlin 1956, esp. 106-119,
147-149.

17. See E.R. Dodds, The Greeks and the irrational, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1951, 1-63;
A.W.H. Adkins, Merit and responsibility: A study in Greek values, Oxford 1960,
30-60.

18. Sappho fr. 26(37).11-12: fyw 0' EI-l' aL.-tal ,oum auvmoa. Because of the vague
object, the meaning can unfortunately not. be reconst.ructed.

19. Aristoph. Vesp. 999: nwc; ouv E!-Lau,i!i ,ou,' tyw ~uVdaOllal. V.A. Rodgers, 'Euveau:;
and the e.xpression or conscience', GRBS 10 (1969) 247 denies any implied moral
guilt in this context; see however O. Seel, 'Zur Vorgeschichtedcs Gewissens-Begriffes
im altgriechisches Denlten', in H. Kusch (ed.), Festschrift Fmnz DornseifJ ZUf1t 65.
Geburtstag, Leipzig 1953, 299-301; Ecltst.ein (above, rI.15) 42-'1tI, both also including:
two other Aristophanes-passages: Eq. 184; Thesm.476/7.

20. Xenophon An. 1.3.10; 2.5.7; Cyrop. 1.6.'1; Ap. 24; Plato Rell. 1.331a: ,Q OE: !-LTjobJ
tau,!;) aOlxov auvclOotl i)ocla lid napcan.

21. I will place Aristoph. Eq. 184 in this category.
22. Plato Ap. 21b; Phaedr. 235c; Symp. 216a,b; Arist. EN. 2.1095a.25; flist. An.

29.618a.26.

23. Rodgers (above, n.19) 246. Rodgers (po 252) denies any contexts indicating a sense
of moral guilt having to do with a personally accepted code of behaviour, till after
Plato and Demosthenes. What is involved is 'awareness of culpability' or 'scrupulous
fear', connected with the consequences of one's actions.

24. See Eckstein (above, !l.15) 47.

25. Democr. fr. 297: EVlOl OVTjtiiC; cpuo£WC; olaAuOlv oux £lootEC; av9pwAOl, OuvElo~acl

OE: ,iie; tv ti!i f3{~ xaXOl,paYI-lOauvTjC;, tov 'tile; 13wtiiC; Zpovov tv 'tClpazai:c; xat cp6~OlC;

,a),amwp£ouOlV. ~cuoca itCpt ,au !-Leta 'tl)v 'tEACU'tl)V [w9o;;:).Cto'tiovu:c; xpovou. Mall~

rer (above, n.15) 900 int.erpret.s it as referring to 'das schlichte l\'litwissen oder die
Errahrung urn die notvolle Situation des Lebens'.

26. See the discussion of the Menander-fragments 597 and 654, Diog. Laert. 8.85, De
masth. Or 18.110 in Eckstein (above, !l.I5) 51-53.
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27. See especially Rodgers (above, n.19) 241-254; Eckstein (above, n.15) 53-55.

28. Willink (above, n.3) 151: '... often equivalent to \lOUo;, sometimes to £1tLo"tll!J.'Y] or
c£roB'Y]olo; as Democr A135, B181 ... without which one is &.OU\lE"tOo; ... '. F. Zucl{er,
Syneidesis-Conscientia: Ein Versuch zur Geschichte des sittlichen Bewusstseins
im griechisch-romischen Altertum, Jena 1928, 8 regards this use of OU\lE:Olo; as
unusual, as it usually refers to the 'aufgekHirte, vorurteilslose Weltanschauung der
Sophisten' .

29. b OU\llO"tOPWV cdrciii "t~, xcrv nBpaou"tCHoo;, iJ aU\lE:CJlO; cdrro\l OEtAO"ta"tO\l d\lcu nOEl.
The usual meaning of 'insight' does not exclude such a translation-Maurer (above,
n.15) !:lUI. H. Osborne, '2:U\ldC)rjOlC; and aU\lEOlC;', CLR 45 (1931) 10, questions the
authenticity of the fragment.

30. ouodo; YCtp o{l"twe; aChE IJ.Ctp"tue; Ea"tl tpal38poe; OU"tE xa:t:llYopOC; OE:WOC; WC; f, OU\l80lC;
f, xa"tmxoiJa' E\I "t<XLo; bcCta"tw\I tyux<XLe;-this statement's relation to the preceding
account of political connivance is unclear. Both Maurer (above, n.15) 901 and
Eckstein (above, n.15) 55 regard this passage, on grounds of context and content,
as a gloss.

31. Such a defined term is assumed by Eckstein (above, n.15) 55: 'So findet sich also fUr
die Verwendung von OU\lEOlo; im Sinne des 'auf eigene Taten bezogene Bewusstseins'
bei Eur Or 396 ein Beispiel aus dem 5.Jh.v.Chr.-Iange bever aU\ldo'Y]Olo; in dieser
reflexiven Bedeutung nachweis bar ist. Spa-ter, wahrscheinlich urn oder nach der
Zeitenwende, kann aU\lEalO; gelegentlich sagar synonym zu OU\l8l000; und aU\ldo'Y]olo;
in dem spezifischen Sinne von "Gewissen" gebraucht werden'.

32. With Zucker (above, n.28) 7, the use of aU\lmoa must be seen as a contracted form,
on metrical grounds, of the reflective construction aU\lmoct ElJ.ccu"tiii. Zuc\{er is of the
opinion that such a contraction shows that the construction was already common
language for expressing knowledge of moral guilt.

33. Zucker (above, n.28) 7 translates: 'Die Einsicht, weil ich mir namlich bewusst bin,
Furchtbares vollbracht zu haben'. He is followed by Stebler (above, n.11) 119.

34. Biehl (above, n.9) 46, in much the same vein as the translation of Wilamowitz, 'die
eigene Einsicht, dass er Unrecht getan hat', that was rejected by Zucker.

35. Zucker (above, n.28) 8: 'Es ist liochst bemerlcenswert, dass hier mit volllcom
menster Deutlichkeit die "Einsicht" als etwas ausserhalb des Rationalen Liegen
des beschrieben wird'. Biehl (above, n.9) 46 names Eur. Andr. 804ff. as a parallel
passage in tragedy where the AUit'Y] is grounded in the intellect.

36. Line 1524, Orestes' response after the Phrygian slave said that man prefers being
alive to anything else: it is aU\l8Gl<; that saves him.

37. The remark of R. l<annicht, Euripides Helena, Heidelberg 1969, 158 on Eur. Hel.
559-60: eEOC; yCtp xed "to YlY\lWaX8l\l rpLAoue; is helpful to understand the divinification
of AU1tTj by Menelaus: 'diese Formulierung is dadurch moglich, dass OEOo; im 5.Jh.
zu einem konventionellen Pradikat iibermachtiger seelischer Zustande oder ausserer
Umstande geworden ist'.

38. See Stebler (above, n.ll) 117 for the symptoms of 11a\ltcH as an 'ausschliesslich
menschlich-medizinisches Phanomen'.

39. The genitive 1.l'Y]"tpOt; a'i[l<X'WC; (line 400) may be read as both su bjective and objective,
the latter being in this context the more probable: in line 425 TCCnpoo; is used in
objective sense with 1:l[.1Wplct; in line 36 it is the blood itself that seeks revenge.

40. Cr. Dodds (above, n.17) 42, though uncomfortable: 'It is only Euripides and Mr T.S.
Eliot who psychologise the otherwise objective Furies as the pangs of conscience'.

41. Class (above, n.ll) 103. See also W. Nestle, Vom Mythos =um Logos: Die Selbstent
faltung des griechischen Dc.nkens von Homer bis auf die Sophistik und Sokrates,
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2.Auft. Stuttgart 1966, 499: 'So wenig wie die Olympier besit.zen fUr den Dichter
die Hollengeister cler Erinyen wirkliche Existenz'.

42. Zucker (above, n.28) 5.
43. B. Snell, 'Besprechung von F. Zucker, Syneidesis-Conscientia', Gnomon 6 (1930)

16 also speaks of the 'Objektivierung des Gewissens', and conscience in 'mythisch
religiose Form': 'Wir miissten schon einen gemeinsamen Ausdruck erfinden fur das,
was sich uns a1s Gewissen, den friihen Griechen etwa. als Erinnyen darstellt'. See also
Seel (above, n.19) 295-296; Class (above, n.ll) 48-63; Eckstein (above, n.15) 69:
' ... doch sind die Folgen cler Aktion clieser noch mythisch-objektiviert vorgestellten
Rachegestalten mit. ihren 'wilden Bissen', clem heissen Feuerbrand im Innern, den
sich als 'Krankheit' aussernden Leiden und dem schlafraubenden Bewusstsein der
Tat clem 'schlechten Gewissen' zu ahnlich, als dass jeder Zusammenhang bestritten
werden konnle.'

4,1 Class (above, n.ll) 51. Dodds (above, n.17) 6-8 agrees, while explaining their
presence in Agamemnon '5 apology in the mad: 'The explanation is perhaps that the
Erinyes is the personal agent who ensures the fulfilment of a moira. Most probably,
I think, the moral function of the Erinyes as ministers of vengeance derives from
this primitive task of enforcing a moira which was at first morally neutral'.

45. Dodds (above, n.17) 6-8. Heradit B 94 still sees them as keepers of the natural
order, in dose relation to .6.lKrl (Nestle (above, nA1) 96; Class (above, n.ll) 51).

46. See K. Reinhardt, Aischylos ats Regisseur und Theologe, Bern 1949, 147ff.
47. Line 259: bp~<:;: yap ouo!:v wv OOXE:l<:;: acicp' dO£val.
48. Cf. W. Zurcher, Die Darstellung des Menschen im Drama des Euripides, Basel

1947,166; A. Lesley, 'Psychology bei Euripides', in J.C. Kamerbeek etal., Euripide.
Entretiens sur l'antiquite cIassique, tome VI, Geneve 1960, 137.

49. cr. Zurcher (above, nA8) 166: 'Deutlich resultiert die Schwierigkeit, sich hier in den
Vorstellungen von diesen Rachegeistern zurechtzufinden, aus der Schwierigleeit fur
den Dichter, seine psychologische Darstellung mit der mythologischen, im Drama
sonst herrschenden in Einklang zu bringen'.

50. Dodds (above, n.17) 42: 'Such beings ... are not wholly external to their human
agents and victims.... Yet they are objective, since they stand for the objective
rule that blood must be atoned'.

51. See Reinhardt (above, n.46) 147.
52. As pointed out by Stebler (above, n.11) 117.
53. Rodgers (above, 0,19) 254.
54. Thus W. Schadewaldt, Monolog und Selbstgespriich: Untersuchungen zur For

mgeschichte der griechischen Tragodie, 2.Aun. Berlin/Zurich/Dublin 1966, 27: 'Das
widerspruchsvolle Nebeneinander von traditionellen Requisiten und neuen Hand
lungseffekten ist fur die euripideische Technik ebenso charakteristisch wie der oft
abrupte Wechsel mythischen und modernen Denkens fur des Dichters geistige Form'.

55. (Above, n.3) 151: 'It is more important to appreciate the paradoxical use of language
and interplay of themes than to ask whether Or. is 'truly remorseful' in the sense
of 'repentant'.

56. Cf. Biehl (above, n.9) 47: 'Or fiihrt nun die psychischen Folgen des Muttermordes
(htlltl'j, lltlvia1) an, d.L die in 43lf. von EI. geschilderten alternierenden Phasen der
voooc;, wobei das Mythische ('Erinyen-Motiv') voriibergehend in den Hintergrund
tritt; eine strenge 'Scheidung ist jecloch offenbar nieht angestrebt, weder zwischen
der intellektuelle Seite des Handelns und den zu Grunde liegenden 'irrationalen
Gewalten' (Pohlenz a.O. 413) noeh zwischen clem inneren und ausseren Ursprung
der Pathosmomente (vgl 407ff.)'.
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57. Thus Willink (above, n.3) 151. However, the example Willink quotes, ~u"'OL8' EI-lCiU"tT)
Tto)..)..& Sd... ' was used by Aristoph. Thesm. 477, 3 years before the production of the
Orestes in 408 B.C.

58. Text and translations in this discussion are taken from 'Plutarch's Moralia, trans~

lated by W.C. Helmbold' Vol. 6, Loeb Classical Library, London 1970, 230-237.

59. See Eckstein (above, n.15) 59-60.
60. G. Anderson, Philostratus: Biography and belles lettres in the third century A.D.,

London 1986, 121.
61. Text and translations in this discussion are taken from 'Philostratus, The life of

Apollonius of Tyana, translated by F.C. Conybeare' Vol. 2, Loeb Classical Library,
London 1969, 188-191.

62. 'While she turns into dreams and windy forms all that they see by day, and any
things they think they hear or say, she lends to their empty and fantastic llutterings
of heart truth and substantial reality of well-founded terror'.

63. See A. Dihle, The theon) of will in classical antiqlLity, Berkeley Sol Los Angeles 1982,
8-1!.

64. Dihle (above, n.63) 12.
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